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Abstract
Few-shot learning addresses the challenge of learning
how to address novel tasks given not just limited supervision but limited data as well. An attractive solution is synthetic data generation. However, most such methods are
overly sophisticated, focusing on high-quality, realistic data
in the input space. It is unclear whether adapting them to
the few-shot regime and using them for the downstream task
of classification is the right approach. Previous works on
synthetic data generation for few-shot classification focus
on exploiting complex models, e.g. a Wasserstein GAN with
multiple regularizers or a network that transfers latent diversities from known to novel classes.
We follow a different approach and investigate how
a simple and straightforward synthetic data generation
method can be used effectively. We make two contributions, namely we show that: (1) using a simple loss function is more than enough for training a feature generator in the few-shot setting; and (2) learning to generate
tensor features instead of vector features is superior. Extensive experiments on miniImagenet, CUB and CIFAR-FS
datasets show that our method sets a new state of the art,
outperforming more sophisticated few-shot data augmentation methods. The source code can be found at https://
github.com/MichalisLazarou/TFH_fewshot.

1. Introduction
Deep learning continuously improves the state of the art
in different fields, such as natural language understanding [42] and computer vision [30]. However, a fundamental
limitation of representation learning from raw data is the
dependence on large amounts of task-specific or domainspecific data, labeled or not. This limitation inhibits the application of deep learning to real-world problems, such as
rare species classification, where the cost of obtaining and
annotating data from a new domain is high.
To address this limitation, few-shot learning [65, 58, 10]
has attracted significant interest in recent years. Few-shot
learning is concerned with learning not only under limited

Figure 1. CUB original images (row 1) followed by images generated from separately trained reconstructors using as input tensor
features (row 2) or vector features (row 3). More results and implementation details are given in the supplementary material.

supervision, but also from limited data. This constraint
excludes representation learning from scratch and inhibits
adapting the representation, which is otherwise common in
transfer learning [9, 28] domain/task adaptation [11, 51]
and continual learning [52].
Data augmentation, commonly based on simple input
transformations, is a universal way of regularizing and improving the generalization ability of a model [30], as well as
exploiting unlabeled data [5, 59]. In few-shot learning, recent methods go beyond input transformations towards synthetic data generation and hallucination, either in the image
space [7, 73] or in the feature space [8, 34, 40]. Hence, they
address the data deficiency by augmenting real data with
synthetic, achieving a greater extent of diversity.
The vast majority of generative models focuses on highquality, high-resolution images, assuming a large amount of
data. Also, the metrics used to evaluate generative models,
focus on whether the generated data is realistic [18, 54].
Generating high quality, realistic data may not be necessary
in “downstream tasks” such as classification. It is unclear
whether and how state of the art generative models in the
image space can succeed in the few-shot setting.
Most of the recent few-shot feature hallucination methods focus on generating vectors in the feature space [8, 34,
40]. These vectors are most commonly obtained by global
average pooling (GAP) on the output feature maps. This
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Figure 2. Overview of our method. At inference: 1) Map the support examples xji (each color indicates a different class j) into tensor
features fθ′ (xji ) through the pre-trained embedding network fθ′ . 2) Average xji into a tensor prototype pj per class j (3). 3) Map each
pj to a class conditional vector h(pj ) through the conditioner network h. Draw M samples zm per class from a k-dimensional normal
distribution N (0, Ik ). 5) Generate M class-conditional tensor features g(zm ; h(pj )) per class j using generator network g. 6) Augment
the support tensors with the generated tensors. 7) Perform global average pooling (GAP) and average the augmented features into vector
prototype p̄j per class j (5) and classify queries q to nearest prototype. At training (not shown): a) Train fθ using cross-entropy (1). b)
Fine-tune fθ to fθ′ using self-distillation (2). c) Train tensor feature hallucinator (TFH) {h, g} using reconstruction loss (4).

discards spatial details that might be necessary to model the
underlying data distribution. We hypothesize that working
with the feature map tensors directly may be more effective. To investigate this, we train two image reconstructors
separately: one for tensor features and the other for vector
features obtained by GAP. The latter has the same architecture as the former, except for one additional upsampling
layer. As shown in Figure 1, the feature map tensors preserve more information indeed.
Motivated by this finding, we explore the potential of
using tensor features instead of vector features in a simple
generative model to improve few-shot classification. We
employ a simple conditioner-generator architecture and we
introduce a simple reconstruction loss between the generated tensor and the corresponding class prototype tensor.
This allows the generation of a diverse set of synthetic data,
not necessarily realistic, from a limited amount of real data
from a previously unseen task. An overview is shown in
Figure 2. We demonstrate empirically that our model provides state of the art results, outperforming more sophisticated generative models on a number of benchmarks. Our
contributions are summarized as follows:
1. We are the first to generate tensor features instead of
vector features in the few-shot setting and to leverage
their structural properties (subsection 3.3).
2. We introduce a novel loss function that is simpler than
alternatives in state of the art few-shot synthetic data
generation methods [34, 40, 4] (subsection 3.4).
3. Our tensor feature hallucinator (TFH) sets new state of
the art on three common few-shot classification benchmarks: miniImagenet, CUB and CIFAR-FS.
4. We demonstrate the robustness of our hallucinator
against using different backbone networks and classifiers, as well as its applicability to the challenging

setting of cross-domain few-shot learning.

2. Related work
2.1. Few-shot learning
In few-shot learning, the objective is to learn from an
abundant labeled set of base classes how to solve tasks from
a limited support set over a distinct set of novel classes. We
briefly discuss different approaches to this objective, followed by a more detailed account of synthetic data generation, where our contribution lies.
Meta-learning The objective of few-shot classification
fits naturally within meta-learning [56, 64], referring to
learning at two levels, where generic knowledge is acquired
before adapting to more specific tasks. There are different
instantiations of this idea, all sharing the fact that the loss is
computed on a set of examples, called an episode.
Optimization meta-learning aims to learn how to quickly
update the model parameters to novel tasks without overfitting. This includes updates in closed form [2], iterative
updates according to the gradient descent [10, 74, 44] and
learnable iterative updates, such as LSTM [50].
Model-based meta-learning aims to learn how to update specific model architectures to novel tasks. This includes memory-augmented neural networks [55] and metanetworks, designed explicitly according to the two-level
learning paradigm [43].
Metric learning is a standalone field that overlaps metalearning and aims to learn how to compare examples of unseen classes [45]. Most often, it amounts to learning an
embedding space where distances or similarities are taken
between a query and individual examples [27], all examples of a class [65], or the class centroid [58]. A metric or
similarity function may also be learned directly [60].

Representation learning Instead of learning in episodes,
it is simpler to compute the loss on one example at a time,
like standard cross-entropy. Learning a classifier on the
base classes then amounts to representation learning. This
simplified approach has been popularized in few-shot classification with the cosine-based classifier [49, 13, 36, 6].
Any method that helps in learning a better representation is
applicable in this sense, including pretext tasks [14], selfdistillation [61] and manifold mixup [41].

Unlabeled data The constraint of few-shot learning may
be relaxed by accessing more novel-class unlabeled data
(semi-supervised learning) or multiple queries at a time
(transductive inference). This allows exploiting the manifold structure of the additional data, for instance using graph
neural networks [12, 24], label propagation [39], embedding propagation [53] or label cleaning [31].

ture hallucination [16]. There are several approaches
based on GANs, including MetaGAN [73], which integrates
MAML [10] with a conditional GAN to generate examples
in the input space; AFHN [34], a feature hallucinator using wGAN [1]; and FUNIT [38], a GAN-based method for
few-shot image-to-image translation.
There are also alternative approaches to GANs, including VI-Net [40], which uses a class-conditional VAE as a
feature hallucinator; diversity transfer network (DTN) [4],
which learns how to transfer latent diversities from base to
novel classes; SalNet [71], which hallucinates features by
combining foregrounds and backgrounds from different images; and IDeMe-Net [7], which combines novel-class support with similar base-class images.
All the aforementioned methods, including the current
state of the art, use overly complex training regimes, adapting them to the few-shot setting. For instance, AFHN [34]
adapts the Wasserstein GAN [1] and VI-Net [40] adapts a
variational autoencoder [26]. It is not clear whether such
sophisticated generative models and loss functions are necessary for a “downstream task” like few-shot classification.
At the same time, generating vector features incurs information loss as demonstrated in Figure 1.

2.2. Synthetic data generation

2.4. On our contribution

Generative models aim to model the underlying data distribution of the training set in a latent space. Generative adversarial networks (GAN) [15] are by far the most popular
approach. The idea is a zero-sum game between a generator and a discriminator, such that generated data are realistic
enough to be indistinguishable from real. Several improvements concern the architecture, as well as training and regularization methods [23, 3, 21].
Other approaches include variational autoencoders
(VAE) [26], imposing a prior distribution in the latent space,
autoregressive (AR) models [63, 46], iteratively generating samples conditioned on previous steps, and flow-based
models [25, 20], modeling the data distribution explicitly
via invertible transformations.
Most state of the art generative models do not focus on
improving the performance of downstream tasks such as
classification, but rather on image quality metrics such as
Fréchet inception distance (FID) [18] and inception score
(IS) [54]. They also assume access to abundant training
data, which is in direct contrast to the few-shot setting. Even
though recent methods address small datasets [22, 37], they
are limited to unconditional image generation, which inhibits their use in novel tasks.

Our work falls within generating synthetic data in the
feature space. However, we are the first to train a model to
generate tensor features instead of vector features in fewshot learning, exploiting the spatial and structural properties
of tensors (subsection 3.3). This allows us to use a simple
reconstruction loss between the generated tensors and their
class prototype (subsection 3.4), while still outperforming
methods using overly complex generative models.
Our model bears similarities to a VAE [26], also used by
VI-Net [40]. Our conditioner and hallucinator networks
play a similar role to encoder and decoder, respectively.
However, rather than predicting the variance and imposing a
prior distribution in the latent space, we condition the model
on class prototypes, also represented by tensor features, and
we use the same prototypes in the reconstruction loss.
To improve representation learning, we use selfdistillation as an auxiliary loss term, following [61] (subsection 3.2). We also perform task adaptation by fine-tuning
the hallucinator to novel class data for few iterations.

Task adaptation In few-shot learning, the challenge is
to adapt the representation to novel tasks on limited data
without overfitting. This is possible using metric scaling [47], attention mechanisms [13], task-adaptive projections [68], set-to-set functions [67], identifying taskrelevant features [33] or growing the architecture [36].

2.3. Synthetic data generation for few-shot learning
In few-shot learning, a generative model can be learned
on base-class data to augment real novel-class data with
synthetic. One of the first ideas in this direction is fea-

3. Method
3.1. Problem formulation
We are given a labeled dataset Dbase := {(xi , yi )}Ii=1 of
I examples, with each example xi having a label yi in one
of the classes in Cbase . This dataset is used to learn the parameters θ of a mapping fθ : X → Rd×h×w from an input
image space X to a feature or embedding space, where fea-

ture tensors have d dimensions (channels) and spatial resolution h × w (height × width).
The knowledge acquired at representation learning is
used to solve novel tasks, assuming access to a dataset
Dnovel , with each example being associated with one of the
classes in Cnovel , where Cnovel is disjoint from Cbase . In
few-shot classification [65], a novel task is defined by sampling a support set S from Dnovel , consisting of N classes
with K labeled examples per class, for a total of L := N K
examples. Given the mapping fθ and the support set S, the
problem is to learn an N -way classifier that makes predictions on unlabeled queries, also sampled from novel classes.
Queries are treated independently of each other. This is referred to as inductive inference.

3.2. Representation learning
The goal of representation learning is to learn the embedding function fθ that can be applied to Dnovel to extract embeddings and solve novel tasks. We use fθ followed by global average pooling (GAP) and a parametric
base classifier cϕ to learn the representation. We denote by
f¯θ : X → Rd the composition of fθ and GAP. We follow
the two-stage regime by [61] to train our embedding model.
In the first stage, we train fθ on Dbase using standard crossentropy loss LCE :

aids the generator in generating class-conditional examples.
Given a set Xj := {xji }K
i=1 of examples associated with
each class j = 1, . . . , N , conditioning is based on the prototype tensor pj := p(Xj ) ∈ Rd×h×w of class j,
  p(X_j) \defn \frac {1}{K} \sum _{i=1}^{K} f_{\theta '}(x_i^j). \label {eq:proto} 
′

The conditioner h : Rd×h×w → Rd maps the prototype
′
tensor to the class-conditional vector sj := h(pj ) ∈ Rd .
′
The generator g : Rk+d → Rd×h×w takes as input this
vector as well as a latent vector z ∼ N (0, Ik ) drawn from
a k-dimensional standard normal distribution and generates
a class-conditional tensor feature g(z; sj ) ∈ Rd×h×w for
each class j.
Algorithm 1: Meta-training of tensor hallucinator
input : training set Dbase
input : pre-trained embedding fθ
output: trained tensor hallucinator {h, g}
1
2

3
4
5
6

  J(D_{\base }; \theta , \phi ) \defn \sum _{i=1}^I \ell _{\CE }(c_{\phi }(\bar {f}_\theta (x_i)), y_i) + R(\phi ), \label {eq:cls}  (1)
where R is a regularization term. In the second stage, we
adopt a self-distillation process: The embedding model fθ
and classifier cϕ from the first stage serve as the teacher
and we distill their knowledge to a new student model fθ′
and classifier cϕ′ , with identical architecture. The student
is trained using a linear combination of the standard crossentropy loss, as in stage one, and the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence between the student and teacher predictions:
  \begin {split} J_{\KD } & (D_{\base }; \theta ', \phi ') \defn \\ & \alpha J(D_{\base }; \theta ', \phi ') + \\ & \beta \KL (c_{\phi '}(\bar {f}_{\theta '}(x_i)), c_\phi (\bar {f}_{\theta }(x_i))), \label {eq:kl} \end {split} 
(2)
where α and β are scalar weights and θ, ϕ are fixed.

3.3. Feature tensor hallucinator
Existing feature hallucination methods [34, 4, 40, 72, 16]
are trained using vector features, losing significant spatial
and structural information. By contrast, our hallucinator is
trained on tensor features before GAP and generates tensor
features as well. In particular, we use the student model
fθ′ : X → Rd×h×w , pre-trained using (2), as our embedding network to train our tensor feature hallucinator.
The hallucinator consists of two networks: a conditioner
network h and a generator network g. The conditioner

(3)

7

8

while not done do
Sample an N -way K-shot episode E := {Ej }N
j=1 from
Dbase
for class j = 1, . . . , N do
Obtain class prototype tensor pj := p(Ej ) by (3)
Map pj to class-conditional vector sj := h(pj )
Draw M samples {zm }M
m=1 from N (0, Ik )
Generate M class-conditional tensor features
{g(zm ; sj )}M
m=1
Update parameters of hallucinator {h, g} by (4)

3.4. Training the hallucinator
We train our hallucinator using a meta-training regime,
similar to [34, 8, 57]. At every iteration, we sample a new
episode by randomly sampling N classes and K examples
Ej := {xji }K
i=1 for each class j from Dbase . For each class
j = 1, . . . , N , we obtain the prototype tensor pj := p(Ej )
using (3) and the class-conditional vector sj := h(pj ) by
the conditioner h. We then draw M samples {zm }M
m=1 from
the standard normal distribution N (0, Ik ) and generate M
class-conditional tensor features {g(zm ; sj )}M
m=1 using the
generator g. We train our hallucinator {h, g} on the episode
data E := {Ej }N
j=1 by minimizing the mean squared error (MSE) of generated class-conditional tensor features of
class j to the corresponding class prototype pj :
  J_{\hal }(E; h, g) = \frac {1}{MN} \sum _{j=1}^N \sum _{m=1}^M \norm {g(z_m; h(p_j)) - p_j}^2. \label {eq:mse}  (4)
Algorithm 1 summarizes the overall training process of the
hallucinator.

Algorithm 2: Using hallucinator at inference
input :
input :
input : pre-trained hallucinator {h, g}
output: predicted label for query q ∈ X
1
2
3
4

5
6
7

for class j = 1, . . . , N do
Obtain class prototype tensor pj := p(Sj ) by (3)
Draw M samples {zm }M
m=1 from N (0, Ik )
Generate M class-conditional tensor features
Gj := {g(zm ; h(pj ))}M
m=1
Augment the support Sj with generated features Gj
Apply GAP and obtain vector class prototypes p̄j by (5)
Assign query q to class of nearest prototype to feature f¯θ′ (q)

512 × 7 × 7
2×

At inference, we are given a few-shot task with a support set S := {Sj }N
j=1 , containing N novel classes with K
examples Sj := {xji }K
i=1 for each class j. For each class
j = 1, . . . , N , we use our trained backbone network fθ′
to compute the tensor feature fθ′ (xji ) ∈ Rd×h×w of each
example in Sj and we obtain the prototype pj := p(Sj )
by (3). Then, using our trained tensor feature hallucinator {h, g}, we generate M class-conditional tensor features
d×h×w
Gj := {g(zm ; h(pj ))}M
, where zm
m=1 , also in R
are drawn from N (0, Ik ). We augment the support features fθ′ (Sj ) with the generated features Gj , resulting in
K + M labeled tensor features per class in total. We now
apply GAP to those tensor features and obtain new, vector
class prototypes in Rd :
  \bar {p}_j \defn \frac {1}{K+M} \left ( \sum _{i=1}^{K} \bar {f}_{\theta '}(x_i^j) + \sum _{m=1}^M \bar {g}(z_m; h(p_j)) \right ), \label {eq:proto2}  (5)
where ḡ denotes the composition of g and GAP. Finally,
given a query q ∈ X , we apply GAP to the tensor feature
fθ′ (q) and assign it to the class of the nearest vector prototype. Algorithm 2 summarizes the inference process.
We refer to the above approach as prototypical classifier.
In subsection 4.6 we experiment with alternative classifiers
such as logistic regression and support vector machine on
the same augmented (support + generated) features.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
We use three common few-shot classification datasets:
miniImageNet [65, 50], CUB [6, 19] and CIFAR-FS [6, 29].
More details are given in the supplementary material.

4.2. Networks
Our tensor feature hallucinator (TFH) consists of a conditioner network and a generator network. Their architecture depends on the backbone network.
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Figure 3. Architecture of our (a) conditioner network h, (b) generator network g for ResNet-18. See text for more details and for
ResNet-12. conv⊤ : transpose convolution.

Backbone Many recent data augmentation methods [8,
7, 34, 40] use ResNet-18 [17] as a backbone embedding
model. To perform as fair comparison as possible, we use
this backbone by default. To investigate the transferability and robustness of our tensor hallucinator, we also use a
pre-trained ResNet-12 backbone from the publicly available
code of DeepEMD [70].
For ResNet-18, the embedding dimension is d = 512
and the resolution h × w = 7 × 7. For ResNet-12, it is
d = 640 and h × w = 5 × 5.
Conditioner As shown in Figure 3(a), our conditioner h :
′
Rd×h×w → Rd consists of two convolutional layers with
a ReLU activation in-between, followed by flattening and a
fully-connected layer. The convolutional layers use kernels
of size 3 × 3, and stride 1. In the first convolutional layer,
we also use padding 1. The output channels are d and d/2
in the first and second layer, respectively. The dimension of
the class-conditional vector is d′ = 1024.
For ResNet-18, the tensor dimensions of all conditioner
layers are [512 × 7 × 7], [512 × 7 × 7], [256 × 5 × 5], [6400]
(flattening) and [1024]. For ResNet-12, they are [640 × 5 ×
5], [640×5×5], [320×3×3], [2880] (flattening) and [1024].
Generator As shown in Figure 3(b), for ResNet-18, our
′
generator g : Rk+d → Rd×h×w consists of concatenation
′
of z and sj into (z; sj ) ∈ Rk+d , followed by reshaping
′
to (k + d ) × 1 × 1, three transpose-convolutional layers
with ReLU activations in-between and a sigmoid function
at the end. For ResNet-12, the generator architecture is the
same, except that it has only two transpose-convolutional
layers. The dimension of the latent vector z is k = 1024.
All transpose-convolutional layers use kernels of size 3 × 3,
stride 1 and d output channels.
For ResNet-18, the tensor dimensions of all generator
layers are [2048 × 1 × 1], [512 × 3 × 3], [512 × 5 × 5],
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Baseline: vector feature hallucinator (VHF) To validate the benefit of generating tensor features, we also generate vector features by using f¯θ′ : X → Rd including GAP (2) as embedding model. In this case, the con′
ditioner h : Rd → Rd consists of two fully-connected
layers with a ReLU activation in-between. The generator
′
g : Rk+d → Rd also consists of two fully-connected layers
with a ReLU activation in-between and a sigmoid function
at the end. The dimension d′ of the class-conditional vector
as well as the dimensions of the hidden layers of both the
conditioner and the generator are all set to 512.

γ
−7

γ
−4

15 10
10 10
10 10−7 10 10−4

Table 1. Number of steps t and learning rate η for TFH-ft, chosen
on miniImageNet validation set and used in all experiments.

and [512 × 7 × 7]. For ResNet-12, they are [2048 × 1 × 1],
[640 × 3 × 3], and [640 × 5 × 5].

4.3. Training
Embedding model Similarly to [61], we use SGD optimizer with learning rate 0.05, momentum 0.9 and weight
decay 0.0005. For data augmentation, as in [32], we adopt
random crop, color jittering, and horizontal flip.
Tensor feature hallucinator (TFH) Our TFH is trained
in episodes of N = 5 classes, K = 20 examples per
class and generation of M = 50 class-conditional examples. We train for 50 epochs, where each epoch consists of
600 episodes. We use Adam optimizer with initial learning
rate 10−4 , decaying by half at every 10 epochs.
Novel-task fine-tuning (TFH-ft) Given a novel task, we
also provide an improved solution, TFH-ft, where our hallucinator is fine-tuned on novel-class support examples. We
use exactly the same loss function as in hallucinator training (4) and we fine-tune for t steps using Adam optimizer
and learning rate η. Table 1 shows the values t and η used
in all experiments.

4.4. Setup
Tasks We consider N -way, K-shot classification tasks
with N = 5 randomly sampled novel classes and K ∈
{1, 5} examples drawn at random per class as support set
S, that is, L = 5K examples in total. For the query set Q,
we draw 15 additional examples per class, that is, 75 examples in total, which is the most common choice [39, 35, 69].
We measure the classification accuracy as the percentage of
correctly classified queries per task. To reduce the variance,
we report mean accuracy and 95% confidence interval over
600 tasks per experiment, similarly to [34].
Hyperparameters For ResNet-18, we generate M =
100 and M = 2 features per class in 1-shot and 5-shot tasks
respectively using TFH and M = 100 using TFH-ft. For
ResNet-12, we generate M = 1000 and M = 1 features
per class in 1-shot and 5-shot tasks respectively using TFH
and M = 5 using TFH-ft.
Baselines: no augmentation We define baselines consisting only of the embedding network fθ (1) or fθ′ (2) at
representation learning and a prototypical classifier at inference, without feature hallucination. We refer to them as

Competitors We compare our method with state-ofthe-art data augmentation methods for few-shot learning, including MetaGAN [73], ∆-encoder [57], salient
network (SalNet) [72], diversity transfer network (DTN)
[4], dual TriNet [8], image deformation meta-network
(IDeMe-Net) [7], adversarial feature hallucination network (AFHN) [34] and variational inference network (VINet) [40].

4.5. Comparison with the state of the art
Standard few-shot classification Table 2 compares our
method with baselines and the state of the art. Most important are the comparisons with [8, 7, 34, 40], which use the
same backbone. Our TFH provides new state of the art in
all datasets in both 1-shot and 5-shot tasks, outperforming
all competing few-shot data augmentation methods.
TFH is superior to VFH, especially in miniImageNet 1shot, providing almost 3% performance improvement. The
importance of tensor features is clear from the fact that VHF
is worse than AFHN [34] while TFH is better than AFHN
by more than 2% in miniImageNet 1-shot. VFH still outperforms the state of the art in all other experiments, highlighting the effectiveness of our new loss function. Noveltask fine-tuning (TFH-ft) is mostly beneficial, impressively
even in 1-shot tasks. This shows that our tensor hallucinator
is robust and avoids overfitting. Self-distillation provides a
significant gain in all experiments.
Cross-domain few-shot classification We investigate the
ability of our tensor hallucinator to address domain shift,
carrying out experiments in the cross-domain few-shot classification setting proposed by [6]. We are not aware of any
other synthetic data generation method that has been applied to this setting. We train the ResNet-18 backbone and
our tensor hallucinator on miniImageNet as Dbase and solve
novel tasks on CUB and CIFAR-FS as Dnovel . As shown
in Table 3, our tensor hallucinator can address the domain
shift effectively, especially in 1-shot tasks, even without
fine-tuning. Even though the results in 5-shot tasks are less
impressive, our hallucinator still outperforms the BaselineKD on miniImageNet→CIFAR-FS, while being on par on
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5-shot

1-shot
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5-shot

1-shot

5-shot

MetaGAN [73]
ConvNet-4 52.71±0.64
∆-Encoder† [57]
VGG-16
59.90
SalNet [72]
ResNet-101 62.22±0.87
DTN [4]
Resnet-12 63.45±0.86

68.63±0.67
–
–
–
69.70
69.80±0.46 82.60±0.35 66.70
77.95±0.65
–
–
–
77.91±0.62 72.00
85.10
71.50

Dual TriNet [8]
IDeMe-Net [7]
AFHN [34]
VI-Net [40]

ResNet-18
ResNet-18
ResNet-18
ResNet-18

58.80±1.37
59.14±0.86
62.38±0.72
61.05

76.71±0.69 69.61
84.10
63.41±0.64 78.43±0.64
74.63±0.74
–
–
–
–
78.16±0.56 70.53±1.01 83.95±0.63 68.32±0.93 81.45±0.87
78.60
74.76
86.84
–
–

Baseline (1)
Baseline-KD (2)
VFH (ours)
TFH (ours)
TFH-ft (ours)

ResNet-18
ResNet-18
ResNet-18
ResNet-18
ResNet-18

56.81±0.81
59.62±0.85
61.88±0.85
64.49±0.84
65.07±0.82

78.31±0.59
79.31±0.62
79.63±0.61
79.94±0.60
80.81±0.61

67.14±0.89
70.85±0.90
75.44±0.85
75.66±0.85
75.76±0.83

86.22±0.50
87.64±0.48
87.82±0.47
88.39±0.49
88.60±0.47

–
79.80
–
82.80

65.71±0.95
69.15±0.94
72.31±0.91
73.77±0.85
74.77±0.90

84.68±0.61
85.89±0.59
85.64±0.64
86.68±0.63
86.88±0.59

Table 2. Standard few-shot classification. Comparison of our TFH, variants and baselines to SOTA few-shot data augmentation methods.
Baseline (1), Baseline-KD (2): prototypical classifier at inference, no feature generation. VFH: our vector feature hallucinator; TFH: our
tensor feature hallucinator; TFH-ft: our tensor feature hallucinator followed by novel-task fine-tuning. †: Delta-encoder uses VGG-16
backbone for miniImageNet and CIFAR-FS and ResNet-18 for CUB.

M ETHOD
Baseline (1)
Baseline-KD (2)
VFH (ours)
TFH (ours)
TFH-ft (ours)

mIN→CUB

mIN→CIFAR-FS

1-shot

5-shot

1-shot

5-shot

43.14±0.78
44.40±0.82
44.77±0.79
45.67±0.80
45.96±0.80

62.20±0.70
63.83±0.73
62.61±0.73
63.08±0.73
63.64±0.74

50.25±0.86
51.54±0.89
50.36±0.87
51.82±0.89
53.07±0.86

69.43±0.74
70.40±0.72
69.31±0.74
69.77±0.76
71.29±0.75

Table 3. Few-shot cross-domain classification. Comparison of our
TFH to variants and baselines as defined in Table 2, using ResNet18 trained on miniImageNet (mIN).

miniImageNet→CUB.

4.6. Ablations
Alternative classifiers We investigate the effect of replacing the prototypical classifier [58] by alternative classifiers
at inference, applied to the same augmented support set
according the features generated by our tensor hallucinator. We consider logistic regression and support vector machine (SVM) classifiers, both using the scikit-learn framework [48]. As shown in Table 4, our tensor hallucinator
clearly provides the best accuracy results irrespective of the
classifier, while the performance of all three classifiers is
on par. This indicates that individual generated features are
also useful, not just the centroid per class.
Alternative backbone network To investigate the effect of using alternative backbone networks, we replace
ResNet-18 by ResNet-12 and use the pre-trained networks

M ETHOD

miniI MAGE N ET
1-shot

5-shot

CUB
1-shot

5-shot

L OGISTIC REGRESSION
Baseline (1)
Baseline-KD (2)
VFH (ours)
TFH (ours)
TFH-ft (ours)

59.20±0.82
61.83±0.82
62.37±0.83
64.03±0.84
64.83±0.82

77.71±0.61
79.27±0.61
79.70±0.59
79.93±0.60
80.49±0.61

69.44±0.86
72.74±0.88
75.06±0.88
75.08±0.85
75.43±0.85

86.19±0.49
87.71±0.49
87.95±0.46
88.82±0.46
88.52±0.48

S UPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Baseline (1)
Baseline-KD (2)
VFH (ours)
TFH (ours)
TFH-ft (ours)

57.12±0.84
60.21±0.84
61.95±0.85
64.20±0.83
65.06±0.82

76.45±0.62
78.28±0.61
79.15±0.60
79.62±0.60
80.33±0.60

67.24±0.87
71.23±0.89
75.43±0.85
75.64±0.85
75.77±0.83

84.72±0.52
86.34±0.52
87.46±0.47
88.74±0.45
88.22±0.46

Table 4. Alternative classifiers. Our TFH, variants and baselines
as defined in Table 2, using ResNet-18, where at inference, the
prototypical classifier is replaced by logistic regression or SVM.

on miniImageNet and CUB provided by DeepEMD [70]1 .
We use all three classifiers: prototypical, logistic regression
and SVM. As shown in Table 5, our tensor hallucinator provides the best results in all settings with a significant performance gain of around 3-5% in 1-shot tasks in prototypical
and support vector machines classifiers in both datasets.
Effect of number of generated features We investigate
the effect of the number of generated features per class, M ,
in Table 6. The results are similar for both backbones, high1 https://github.com/icoz69/DeepEMD

M ETHOD

miniI MAGE N ET
1-shot

5-shot

CUB
1-shot

5-shot

P ROTOTYPICAL CLASSIFIER
Baseline
59.94±0.84 78.65±0.61 66.72±0.90 84.27±0.59
TFH (ours)
64.69±0.83 79.58±0.59 68.71±0.90 84.83±0.53
TFH-ft (ours) 65.16±0.86 79.83±0.65 70.52±0.87 85.02±0.55
L OGISTIC REGRESSION

(a) miniImageNet, ResNet-18

(b) CUB, ResNet-18

(c) miniImageNet, ResNet-12

(d) CUB, ResNet-12

Baseline
61.83±0.85 79.60±0.60 68.49±0.49 84.75±0.59
TFH (ours)
64.20±0.84 80.21±0.58 68.37±0.92 85.12±0.55
TFH-ft (ours) 64.53±0.53 80.25±0.62 69.59±0.88 85.08±0.55
S UPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
Baseline
TFH(ours)
TFH-ft(ours)

59.94±0.84 78.43±0.60 66.72±0.90 83.29±0.60
64.62±0.83 79.56±0.58 68.75±0.90 84.05±0.56
64.64±0.86 79.88±0.62 69.42±0.88 84.41±0.55

Table 5. Alternative backbone network. Our TFH, variants and
baselines as defined in Table 2, using the publicly available pretrained ResNet-12 backbones provided by [70].

# F EAT. M
0
1
2
5
10
50
100
500
1000

R ES N ET-18

R ES N ET-12

1-shot

5-shot

1-shot

5-shot

59.62±0.85
62.43±0.83
63.57±0.87
64.42±0.83
63.90±0.81
63.44±0.86
64.49±0.84
64.25±0.85
63.76±0.87

79.31±0.62
79.33±0.62
79.94±0.60
79.77±0.61
79.64±0.60
79.43±0.63
79.27±0.60
79.71±0.62
79.52±0.62

59.94±0.84
63.88±0.85
64.01±0.83
64.12±0.83
64.01±0.85
63.67±0.84
63.66±0.86
64.11±0.86
64.69±0.83

78.65±0.61
79.58±0.59
79.44±0.61
79.49±0.61
79.56±0.63
79.18±0.65
78.89±0.65
79.38±0.65
79.48±0.60

Table 6. Effect of number of generated features, M . Using our tensor feature hallucinator (TFH) with the default prototypical classifier and without fine-tuning on miniImageNet.

Figure 4. t-SNE visualization of the augmented support feature set
of an 1-shot task using both ResNet-18 and ResNet-12 backbones
on miniImageNet and CUB. Colors indicate different classes. ⋆:
support features; •: generated features; ‘×’: query features.

ing t-SNE [62]. As shown in Figure 4, the generated features of each class are clustered together, with distinct class
boundaries. This synthetic class-conditional distribution is
improving the classifier performance in the absence of true
data. It can be seen that the query examples are much more
scattered, showing that the variance of each novel class can
be large, highlighting the inherent difficulty of the few-shot
classification problem. If only the support examples were
used, making predictions would be much harder because of
how scattered the queries are.

5. Conclusion
lighting the generality of our TFH. In all settings, regardless of number of generated tensor features, our hallucinator
provides better performance. Remarkably, even 1 or 2 generated features per class provide a significant gain of around
4% in 1-shot tasks for both networks when compared to 0
(Baseline-KD for ResNet-18 and Baseline for ResNet-12).
Interestingly, the performance of our hallucinator does not
degrade even when 1000 tensor features are generated, still
outperforming the baseline models and providing the best 1shot accuracy for ResNet-12. This is significant, since when
generating 1000 features, the vast majority of the support
set consists only of synthetic data.
Visualization of feature embeddings To investigate the
generated feature distribution, we sample a 5-way, 1-shot
novel task, use the support set to generate 500 novel features
per class and visualize the augmented support set in 2D us-

In this work, we have introduced a conceptually simple
tensor feature hallucinator that improves the state of the art
on synthetic data generation for few-shot learning classification. We have provided evidence showing that the structural properties of tensors provide a significant performance
gain, allowing for a simplification of the loss function and
training regime. We have also shown the importance of
complementing with improved representation learning, as
well as task adaptation by fine-tuning on the augmented
support set, which reduces the risk of overfitting.
Potential future directions include: improving our hallucinator architecture; experimenting with different loss functions to train our hallucinator; and investigating the use of
our hallucinator in different settings, such as long-tailed
recognition or incremental learning.
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